Autonomous vehicles are attracting more and more attention as a promising approach to improve 2 both highway safety and efficiency. Most previous studies on autonomous intersection 3 management relied heavily on custom-built simulation tools to implement and evaluate their 4 control algorithms. The use of the non-standard simulation platforms makes comparison between 5 different systems almost impossible. Additionally, without support from standard simulation 6 platforms, reliable and trustworthy simulation results are hard to obtain. In this context, this 7 paper explores a way to model autonomous intersections using VISSIM, a standard microscopic 8 simulation platform. Specifically, a reservation-based intersection control system, named 9
because the standard packages do not allow vehicles to be controlled individually (14) . In fact, 97 VISSIM offers flexible customization functions to facilitate building different special 98 applications through APIs and COM extensions. All these functions offer the potential to 99 implement applications for autonomous intersection control. In this paper, implementation of a 100 reservation-based system in VISSIM using VISSIM's External Driver Model is presented. The 101 establishment of the simulation model, implementation of the reservation-based control 102 algorithm, and finally evaluations of operational and safety performance are discussed. 103 104
ENHANCED RESERVATION-BASED AUTONOMOUS INTERSECTION CONTROL 105
A reservation-based system utilizes a centralized control strategy for managing fully-autonomous 106 vehicles at an intersection. All vehicles in a reservation-based system communicate only to a 107 centralized intersection controller, namely, intersection manager (IM). The IM regulates the 108 intersection by determining the passing sequence of all the approaching vehicles (2-10). The system presented in this paper is named as Autonomous Control of Urban TrAffic 115 (ACUTA), which is developed based on First-Come-First-Serve (FCFS) reservation-based 116 protocol (2) with enhancements to improve some operational issues identified in previous studies 117 (2, 8) . These issues include the "starvation" issue where approaching vehicles on the side street 118 N TRB 2013 Annual Meeting
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cannot get reservations when the traffic demands on the major and side street are unbalanced; 119 and (2) slow-speed reservation issue which unnecessarily occupies many intersection resources. 120
ACUTA regulates an intersection which is divided into a mesh of n by n tiles, as shown in Figure  121 1, where n is termed as granularity, and reflects the tile density of the intersection mesh. The maximum acceleration rate is one of the characteristics particularly pertaining to the 140 requesting vehicle. However, the vehicle must maintain a constant speed when traversing the 141 intersection. In other words, after the vehicle's center point enters the intersection, the vehicle 142 speed does not change until the vehicle completely clears the intersection. The IM checks 143 whether the required intersection tiles have already been reserved by other vehicles at every 144 simulation step. If a conflict is detected, an alternative acceleration rate will be used to compute 145 the required time-spaces, and conflicts will be checked again based on the updated required time-146 spaces. This iterative process is called internal simulation. The maximum number of trials of the 147 alternative acceleration rates is termed as the maximum number of internal simulations 148 (MAXNIS). If all alternative acceleration rates are tried out in the internal simulation and 149 conflicts in reservation still exist, the reservation request will be rejected; otherwise, the 150 reservation request will be approved by the IM. The IM automatically rejects the requests from a 151 vehicle following a vehicle that is without a reservation. 152
After making a decision to reject a reservation request, the IM sends a rejection message 153 to the requesting vehicle with a designated deceleration rate, which can be calculated using the 154 following equation. If the IM approves a reservation request, it sends an approval message to the requesting 182 vehicle along with a designated acceleration rate that will result in no conflicts with existing 183 reservations. Timestamps indicating when to end the acceleration and when to completely clear 184 the intersection are also sent to the vehicle in the approval message. The approved vehicle will 185 follow the acceleration instruction as soon as it receives the approval message until the vehicle 186 completely clears the intersection. In VISSIM, an intersection can be viewed as an overlapping square between the two crossing 247 roads. The entire intersection area can be divided into a mesh of n by n tiles, as shown in Figure  248 1. 'n' is the granularity of the intersection mesh. More or fewer tiles can be obtained by adjusting 249 the granularity. Using westbound direction as an example, the green lines with arrows illustrate 250 all possible vehicle paths to traverse the intersection. 251
In Figure 1 , a two-dimensional coordinate system is projected on to the intersection area 252 to facilitate the computation of a vehicle's location. The origin O is located at the southwest 253 corner (C1) of the intersection. The southeast, northeast, and northwest corners are labeled by C2, 254 C3, and C4, respectively. The following sections use this coordinate system as a global 255 coordinate system for computing vehicle's location. 256 257
Locating Vehicle's Central Point 258 A key step in the internal simulation is to compute a vehicle's location at a given simulation time 259
step. For convenience in the following discussion, beginning of time is assumed to be the 260 moment when a vehicle's central point reaches boundary of the intersection area (i.e., at the 261 Point S in Figure 3 ). 262
In ACUTA, a vehicle maintains a constant speed after its central point enters and before 263 its central point clears the intersection area. 
Calculating the Coordinates of Vehicle Vertices 279
Representing a vehicle with its central point is not adequate to describe a vehicle's location. A 280 more comprehensive representation of a vehicle is by coordinates of the vehicle's vertices. 281 Figure 4 illustrates the vehicle's vertices in the intersection mesh. In Figure 4, Figure 4 , more complex coordinate transformation 289 is needed. 290
To conduct the coordinate transformation, a local coordinate system (in comparison with 291 the global coordinate system defined in Figure 1 ) needs to be defined. The origin of the local 292 coordinate system is located at the central point of the vehicle, with the x axis pointing against 293 the vehicle's traveling direction. To avoid confusion with the global coordinate system, an 294 apostrophe is added to the notations of local coordinate systems (e.g., x' and y' in Figure 4 ). 295
296

FIGURE 4 Determination of the coordinates of vehicle vertices. 297
Given a point (x', y') in the local coordinate system, its coordinates in the global system 298 (x, y) can be calculated using a coordinate rotation followed by a coordinate transfer. The 299 formula is given below: 300 All evaluation results including the v/c ratios and delays are summarized in Table 2 . The 374 signalized intersection reached the 0.99 overall v/c ratio when the approach traffic demand was 375 around 1650 veh/hr, while ACUTA did not reach the 0.99 overall v/c ratio until the approach 376 traffic demand reached 2100 veh/hr. These facts indicate that the ACUTA intersection can 377 process 450 extra vehicles per hour per approach without being oversaturated when compared 378 with the optimized signalized intersection. 379 Figure 6 depicts the relationships between the delays and traffic demands. Figures 6.a 380 through 6.c illustrate the delays for left turn, right turn, and through movements, respectively. 381
These figures indicate that operational performance of different traffic movements in ACUTA 382 was very balanced as delays for left-turn, right-turn, and through movements were similar under 383 all traffic demand conditions. Overall intersection delay shown in Figure 6 .d was computed by 384 taking weighted average of delays for all the movements. According to Figure 6 .d, overall 385 intersection delay for ACUTA remained at an extremely low level (under 5 s/veh) when 386 approach traffic demand was less than 1650 veh/hr, while signalized intersection already started 387 to operate at near capacity conditions when approach traffic demand reached 1350 veh/hr. Delay 388
for ACUTA started to increase rapidly when traffic demand reached 1800 veh/hr. However, 389 delays were still significantly less than delays for signalized intersection for approach traffic 390 demands greater than 1800 veh/hr and less than 2100 veh/hr. performance study of ACUTA using SSAM is shown in Figure 7 , which illustrates an example 397 of a conflict map obtained from SSAM. Only one traffic conflict was found within the 398 intersection during a simulation run of 1800 simulation seconds. This conflict could have been 399 eliminated by incorporating safety buffer, which will be done in the next phase of this study. 400
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FIGURE 7 Conflict map from SSAM 402
